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Exercises – PAKET 1 
page exercise tasks  

TB p. 
68/69 

Ex. 1  
a) talk to partner, write at least 8 sentences (for A-H)  

b) write 8 more sentences (1 about each activity A-H!)  

Ex. 2 () 
a) listen and write down the correct order (1-8/ A-H)  

b) listen and write down if the sentences are true or false  

WB p. 46 Ex. 1  
a) match the sentences to pictures from TB p. 68-69  

b) complete the sentences  

TB p. 76 
Ex. 1  write the 7 full sentences!  

Ex. 2  write the 7 full sentences!  

TB p. 70 
Ex. 1 () answer the two questions in full sentences.  

Ex. 2  
a) make the two lists with at least 5 points each  

b) write the two sentences c) talk to your partner in English  

WB p. 47 Ex. 2  
a) complete the text  

b) match the sentences  

TB p. 146 GF 5  read, copy the dialogue (Can you…?) and finish it  

WB p. 48 Ex. 3  finish the seven sentences  

TB p. 76 Ex. 3a)  a) make two lists  

TB p. 77 Ex. 4a)  write the eight school rules  

AB Modals  Finish the sentences with the modals  

18 Pflichtaufgaben  missing exercises:    Note Paket 1: 

What you can do better:  

 use solution sheets to compare and correct 

 don’t forget page numbers/ dates 

 leave margin (Rand) empty except for dates 

**Extra Exercises – PAKET 1** 

page exercise tasks  

WB p. 46 Ex. 1c) * answer the questions  

WB p. 47 
Ex. 2c) * write at least five sentences  

Now you * write at least 60 words about what you like and don’t like  

WB p. 48 Now you * answer the six questions and write your answers  

TB p. 76 Ex. 3b) * write at least five sentences  

TB p. 77 Ex. 4b) * write at least six sentences with have to and be allowed to   

 


